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The 1968 Sabre & Scroll is the effort of a few individ

uals. Perhaps this will be a reason for criticism of the 
Book. Nevertheless, this Book was produced as a stimulus to 
PMC Colleges not as a pictor,ial review. The effort was one 
of devot~on to a dream and concern for a college. To the 
many persons who gave up or offered their gracious apathy, 
I'm sorry. You missed an interesting and rewarding experi
ence. To the persons who offered their opposition, I thank 
you. You've made success all the sweeter. This Book is now 
and will remain an example of what is possible on our cam
pus when pride exceeds apathy. 

Because of the nature olf the effort necessary the profes
sional organizations associated with this Yearbook have con
tributed far more than is normal or required on a college 
annual. I cannot stress enough that without Dan Solari of 
Cooke Publishing and Mark Dante of Glick Studios t~is Book 
would not have been successful nor might it ever been pub
lished. 

Beyond providing the necessary professional critique and 
service these two men and their companies became involved 
and concerned far beyond their commitment. When circum
stances became frustrating they provided the excitement and 
stimulus to look beyond the temporary defeat. The problems 
and constant maneuvering were always met with a smile and as 
challenges not as tasks. I learned a great deal from Dan 
and Mark not only about yearbooks but about dedication and 
pride in one's work. 

To next year's Sabre & Scroll Staff, I hope you can com
bine an involved staff' with these fine men. Then this volume 
will only be a beginning and be surpassed quickly. 

My personal appreciation to President Moll, Col. Schaubel, 
Mrs. Swetz, Bob Arvay, Arnold Brod, Rick Rhodes, and Susan. 
They also cared. 

William A. Knaus 



Many hours of time and effort go into producing a 

successful yearbook, but without the help of friends and 

patrons the finished product would never be realized. 

Their financial help is greatly needed and appreciated. 

The yearbook staff would like to thank all those 

Friends and Patrons of PMC Colleges for their help in 

producing this year's Sabre & Scroll. 

Robert L. Arvay 

Business Manager 
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